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Since 1962, Kano Ceramics has been developing with 
the changing times and alongside the continuously 
changing needs of the customers, offering a variety of
different ceramic tiles, maintaining a standard of 
unparalleled excellence at home and abroad. Kano 
Ceramics today performs the challenge further out “tile 
and beyond”.

Kano ceramics



Introduction
Kano Ceramics Co., in collaboration with Korean 
product designer Hyomi Kim, have created Tile+light, 
a customizable lighting system that allows the user 
to create desired patterns on tiled walls and ceilings. 
Tile+light is a series of four differently configured light 
fittings. Their modular configurations enable the user to 
arrange them in relation to a particular environment 
or according to the user’s preference without exposed 
cables or difficult wiring. Tile+light is excellent as a 
decorative feature in public spaces such as parks or 
pools. They serve as a guide light for corridors and exits, 
rooms, stairways, showrooms and public spaces.







Its low energy consumption and water tight construction 
make it ideal for use as ambience illumination in 
outdoor environments such as parks and gardens, 
creating a modern and relaxed lighting atmosphere. 
The dot tile light can help you transform
dull spaces into new exciting centres of attention with 
very little effort thanks to its easy set up.

Dot



Tile+Light’s flexible configurations provide a stylish 
alternative for illuminating corridors, paths, halls etc. 
Its patented state of the art LED lighting technology 
produces perfectly smooth light dissipation throughout. 
Enabling the user to create conveniently long lighting 
configurations, which act as excellent sources of 
discrete light for indoor spaces.

Straight







Its high impact resistance and easy installation make it 
ideal for the creation of more complex configurations 
such as signs and guides. The curve tile in conjunction 
with the straight tile allows you to experiment in a myriad 
of ways. And it helps you to display information or simply 
illuminate spaces beyond comparison.

Curve



Together with the curved tile, the terminal tile adds an 
extra dimension of possibilities to your creations. Its high 
luminance LED technology provides excellent contrast 
in open spaces, making Tile Light extremely effective as 
typography.

Terminal









Straight
 ( Type A ) 

Corner
 ( Type B ) 

Terminal
( Type C )

65X30

Mass weight (g)
Input voltage(V）
Power (mW)
Electric current (mA)

Life of LED
Color temperature
Waterproofness

Connector
RoHS
Term of Guarantee

DC24  *3

Hg free, Pb free
1 year  * 2

Splash proof connector
Case    ：  Polycarbonate

Printing board ：a glass epoxy board
Splash proof （ＩＰ54)

40,000 hour  *1  
6000k

Material

864
36

Illumination (50cm 1X/ 100cm 2)  
Number of LED

Tile size (mm)

Lighting box size (mm) 100X30

75 72

185g

12 9

175g 170g

7
70

98 X98 X 7 X 凸19

102(long arc),52(short arc) 
X 30

*1  Lighting time before 70% of the quantity of bundle of rays. Be guesses in the calculation and be not guarantee values.
*2  If the lighting is more than 20 hours/day, the guarantee term is 6months
*3  Caution: 1.3A(30W) Upto 30 (number of connectable units),  2.2A(50W) Upto 50 (number of connectable units)



For more infomation please contact:
Kano Ceramic Tile Co.
1647-3 Kasahara, Tajimi, 
Gifu, 507-0901, Japan.
TEL: +81 ( 0)  572 43-3161
Email: sales@kano.co.jp

Order Enquiries

Dot
 ( Type D )

432
18
60

165g

39

5



www.tilelighting.com


